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BCHS 6229

Protein Structure and FunctionProtein Structure and Function

Lecture 6 (Oct 27, 2011)

From Sequence to Function (I):
- Protein Profiling

- Case Studies in Structural & Functional Genomics
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From Sequence to Function in the age of Genomics

How to predict functions for 1000s proteins?

1. “Conventional” sequence pattern
2. “Fold similarity - Structural genomics
3. Clustering microarray experiments
4. Data integration  
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From Sequence to Function in the age of Genomics

•Genomics is making an increasing contribution to
the study of protein structure function.

•Sequence and structural comparison can usually
give only limited information, however, and
comprehensively characterizing the protein function
of an uncharacterized protein in a cell or organism
will always require additional experimental
investigations on the purified proteins in vitro as well
as cell biological and mutational studies in vivo.
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From Sequence to Function in the age of Genomics

•Proteomics

Understand Proteins,
through analyzing populations

Structure (motions, packing,folds)
Function
Evolution

Integration of information
Structures - Sequences - Microarrays
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Carrillo CD et al. J Biol Chem (2004) 279(19):20327-38.

Regulation of flagellar genes in C. jejuni
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Time                                                             Process                          Example System            Example Detection Methods      Distance   

Time and distance scales in functional genomics

Interdisciplinary
approaches are
essential to
determine the
functions of gene
products.
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Sequence alignment and comparison

General principle of alignments:
Two homologous sequences derived from the same ancestral sequence
will have at least some identical residues at the corresponding positions
in the sequence; if corresponding positions in the sequence are aligned,
the degree of matching should be statistically significant compared with
that of two randomly chosen unrelated sequences.

Definitions:
PAM
BLOSSUM
E-value
Hidden Markov Model
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Scoring similarity: Substitution Matrix

Studies looking at the frequencies in which amino acids
substituted for each other during evolution:
aligning proteins in several families  phylogenetic trees

  produce tables (scoring matrices) of the relative
frequencies with which amino acids replace each other
over a short evolutionary period.

For example, the hydrophobic amino acids Ile and Val get
a positive score on matrices adding weight to the
likeliness that one will substitute for another. While the
hydrophobic amino acid Ile has a negative score with the
hydrophilic amino acid Cysteine (C) as the likeliness of
this substitution occurring in the protein is far less.
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Pair-wise alignment:
Two Erk-like kinases of the MAP kinase superfamily
 Kss1 (yeast) vs.  Erk2 (human)

Catalytic cleft

Catalytic loop

Activation loop 

Sequence Alignment and Comparison
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Kss1         QILRALKSIH-SAQVIHRDIKPSNLLLNSN----CDLKVCDFGLARCLASSS      137-182

Erk2         QILRGLKYIH-SANVLHRDLKPSNLLLNTT----CDLKICDFGLARVADPDH      132-176

Ttk          NMLEAVHTIH-QHGIVHSDLKPANFLIVD-----GMLKLIDFGIANQMQPDT      614-660

Rpt          ELALGLDHLH-SLGIIYRDLKPENILLDEE----GHIKLTDFGLSKEAIDHE

Ste7         GVLNGLDHLYRQYKIIHRDIKPSNVLINSK----GQIKLCDFGVSKKLINSI      313-361

Byr1         SMVKGLIYLYNVLHIIHRDLKPSNVVVNSR----GEIKLCDFGVSGELVNSV      168-215

Mkk1         AVLRGLSYLH-EKKVIHRDIKPQNILLNEN----GQVKLCDFGVSGEAVNSL      332-379

Spk1         QILTAIKYIH-SMGISHRDLKPDNILIEQDDPV--LVKITDFGLAKVQGNGS

Kin1         QIGSALSYLH-QNSVVHRDLKIENILISKT----GDIKIIDFGLSNLYRRQS

Cdr1         QILDAVAHCH-RFRFRHRDLKLENILIKVNE---QQIKIADFGMATVEPNDS

Wee1         QVGRGLRYIH-SMSLVHMDIKPSNIFISRTSIPNAASEEGDEDDWASNK---      409-457

Motif 1 Motif 2

Multiple alignments and phylogenetic trees

Any residue, or short stretch of sequence, that is identical in all
sequences in a given set (e.g. a protein family)  Conserved

Multiple alignments tend to give a better assessment of similarity
than pairwise alignments and can identify related members of gene
family that would not be picked up by pairwise alignment alone.
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Protein profiling

Structural data can help sequence comparison find related
proteins.

Even similar proteins can have shifts in the relative positions of sequence
segments, dictated by differences in secondary-structure packing and
functional important groups  similarity at the sequence level very
difficult to determine (e.g. prokaryotic SH3 vs. eukaryotic SH3 domains -
ONLY when the alignment is performed by comparing residues in the
corresponding secondary structure elements of these domains, some
regions of sequence conservation appear).
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Domain arrangement of a number of signal
transduction proteins.
The function of the individual modules is
sometimes, but not always, independent of the
order in which they appear in the protein.
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Interaction domains (I)
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Interaction domains (II)
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Interaction domains (III)
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Both 2° and 3° structures are determined by the amino-acid sequence;
however, there is an interplay between the intrinsic 2° structure
propensities of amino acids and the energetics of the local interactions
within a 3° structure.

Tertiary interactions can override a preferred conformation for a residue
or segment of residues, and this effect can differ within different local
structural contexts.
This effect can be taken into account if multiple structures resulting from
multiple sequences are available for a superfamily of proteins.

 Knowledge of the variability of a sequence that can form closely similar
structures can improve the performance of prediction methods based on
the statistical analysis of sequence.

Structure prediction: currently, ~70%

Protein profiling
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Sequence and structural motifs and patterns can identify
proteins with similar functions.

Local alignment - functional motifs
1. Short, contiguous (binding sites)
2. Long-range, discontinuous or non-contiguous (catalytic

sites)

Each motif represents a so-called consensus sequence.

www.expasy.org
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Protein-family profile can be generated from multiple
alignments of protein families for which representative
structures are known.

PSI-BLAST (point-specific iterated BLAST) using a PSSM (point-specific

score matrix) method.

Matrix expresses, for each position,
the probability of a given aa being
found at that position in this family.

P of unknown sequence:

CCHTS?

CLHTG?
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Deriving Function from Sequence

Sequence information is increasing exponentially

 adapted from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/genbankstats.html
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Deriving Function from Sequence

Thousands of structure-based alignments of structurally
and functionally characterized sequences

 adapted from http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/lectures/spring2002/show/index_2.

Sequences                 Function

(human)

(Chick)

(E. coli)

(E. coli)

(B. ster.)

(E. coli)

(Yeast)

20%

90 %

45%

EC 5.3.1.1

EC 5.3.1.1

EC 5.3.1.1

EC 5.3.1.24

EC 5.3.1.15

EC 4.1.3.3

EC 4.2.1.11

TP isomerase

TP isomerase

TP isomerase

PRA isomerase

Xylose isomerase

Aldorase

Enolase
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Deriving Function from Sequence

Relationship of similarity in Sequence to that in Function

 adapted from http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/lectures/spring2002/show/index_2.

Sequence similarity of pairs of proteins

Percentage  of pairs that
have same precise function
As defined by Enzymes &
Non-enzyme functional
classification
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Deriving Function from Sequence

In some cases function can be inferred from sequence

 adapted from http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/lectures/spring2002/show/index_2.

Enzyme
Non-enzyme

 fold
function

+             +        -
+             -         -

Similarity can (not) transfer Fold or Functional Annotation 
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Observation: As sequence similarity (measured by E-
value) decreases, the probability that homologs will have
the same function also decreases.

% protein pairs having the same biochemical function
vs.

sequence change

Multi-domain proteins have greater divergence in function
with sequence

S

M
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Divergent and Convergent Evolution

• Evolution has produced a relatively limited number of
protein folds and catalytic mechanism.

• Proteins that differ in sequence and structure may have
converged to similar active sites, catalytic mechanisms and
biochemical function. SP

• Proteins with low sequence similarity but very similar
overall structure and active sites are likely to be
homologous. GT

• Convergent and divergent evolution are sometimes difficult
to distinguish.

• Divergent evolution can produce proteins with sequence
and structural similarity but different functions.
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Structure from Sequence

Full protein structure from sequence
- high alignment (comparative modeling)
- low alignment (fold recognition)
- no alignment (ab initio)

Why Protein Structure Prediction?
• Rate of structure solving through NMR or X-ray is slow compared to

the deposition of DNA and Protein sequences.
PDB as of today (Oct, 2011) ~77,000 structures

• $$$!!
• Membrane proteins are difficult to crystallize

30% of proteome of living things
• Larger units: structural information enhances our understanding of

protein-protein or protein-DNA interactions.
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Sequence Identity

60-100% Comparable to medium resolution NMR
Substrate Specificity

30-60% Molecular replacement in crystallography
Support site-directed mutagenesis through visualization

<30% Serious errors

(THESE LIMITS REVISED AS METHODS KEEP DEVELOPING)

What can we expect of comparative modeling?
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Fold recognition alignment method: Profile-based threading
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Z-score!
The Z-value relates the score
for the query sequence to the
average score for the a set of
random sequences with the
same aa composition and
sequence length.

http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/
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Class

Architecture

Topology

Homologous superfamily

Class

fold

Superfamily

Family

Structural Classification of Proteins
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Why is ab initio structure prediction especially calculations
hard..?

• Many degrees of freedom / residue
• Remote non-covalent interactions
• Nature does not go through all conformations
• Folding assisted by enzymes & chaperones

Assumption
The structure that a protein folds is the structure with the
lowest global free energy (or a structure very similar to it).

Finding native-like protein conformations requires developing :
•an accurate potential function that permits calculation of the
free energy given a structure

•an efficient method for searching for energy minima

Ab initio (New Fold methods)
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Perhaps most promising at the moment!
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Some decoy structures
produced by the Rosetta
method.

RMSD root mean square deviation

in C  positions between the
Scomp and Sxtal
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The accuracy of coordinate predictions for proteins adopting new folds is impressive.
The topology of complicated structures can somehow be teased out despite no
prior knowledge of anything resembling the correct fold. This suggests that great

progress has been made toward a general understanding of protein structures and
how they fold and evolve.

Groups perform less well overall than when considering the best model submitted
• Nearly all these methods make use of secondary structure prediction (20 of the 25
groups use PSIPRED
derive parameters or rules from an analysis of proteins of known three dimensional
structure

• More than half (certainly the best ones) use homologous sequence information in
secondary structure prediction…

• The overlap between fold recognition and de novo/ab initio predictions suggests
that we are witnessing a general convergence of structure prediction methods…

Conclusion from the CASP5 assessors on new fold methods
(Critical Assessment of techniques for protein Structure Prediction) 

http://depts.washington.edu/ventures/UW_Technology/Express_Licenses/Rosetta/
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Deducing Function from Structure: Protein Superfamily

Members of a structural superfamily often have related
biochemical functions

Structural Genomics (SG) initiatives: the high throughput
structural characterization of all protein sequence families.

Assumptions: 3D-structure changes much more slowly
than the sequence during evolution, comprehensive
structural information could provide a firmer basis than
sequence for functional prediction.

2009
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Superfamily:
A set of homologous proteins with similar 3D structures
and related biochemical functions.
Usually less than 40% sequence identity.
Members of the same enzyme superfamily may not
catalyze the same overall reaction, yet still retain a
common mechanism for stabilizing chemically similar
rate-limiting transition-state and intermediates.
(Substrate diversity & reaction chemistry conservation)

Family:
Within each superfamily, there are families with more
closely related functions and significant (> 50%)
sequence identity.
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Similarities in biological function:
Convergent evolution has produced serine protease superfamilies:

Chymotrypsin superfamily Subtilisin
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Strategies for identifying binding sites

Computational methods: GRID, MCSS (Multiple Conformations simultaneous Search)
useful in cases where active sites are already known and one wants to know
what sorts of chemical groups might bind there

GRID

Overlay of 3 pieces of a known inhibitor of
dihydrofolate reductase - favorable interaction
energy.

Computing the interaction of
the probe group w/ the
protein structure at sample
positions on a lattice
: array of “Energy” values
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Strategies for identifying binding sites

Experimental means: MSCS (Multiple Solvent Crystal Structure)-more accurate at
present (Method: soaking crystals in an organic solvent)

MSCS

Experimentally derived functionally map
of thermolysin.

Ex. EtOH: probe for hydroxymethyl binding sites (Thr).
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Strategies for identifying active sites (catalytic sites)

Site-directed mutagenesis (when you have functional assays)

Computational search for geometrical arrangements

An active site template

THEMATICS (theoretical microscopic titration curves )
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Mandelate racemase              Muconate lactonizing enzyme

R S

(P. ovalis enzymes)

One fold with many functions: TIM barrels
Knowledge of a Prot Struct does not necessarily make it possible to predict its biochemical or
cellular functions)
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One fold with many functions: TIM barrels

Alignment data :

Alignment length : 374

Identity (*) : 90 is 24.06 %

Strongly similar (:) : 78 is 20.86 %

Weakly similar (.) : 36 is 9.63 %

Different : 170 is 45.45 %

Sequence 0001 : MRxxxx0 ( 359 residues).

Sequence 0002 : MLExxx1 ( 373 residues).

Enzyme

Non-enzyme

 fold

function
+             +        -

+             -         -

MR       MSEVLITGLRTRAVNVPLAYPVHTAVGTVGTAPLVLIDLATSAGVVGHSYLFAYTPVAL--KSLKQLLDDMAAMIVNEPL

MLE      MTSALIERIDAIIVDLPTIRPHKLAMHTMQQQTLVVLRVRCSDGVEGIGEATTIGGLAYGYESPEGIKANIDAHLAPALI

         *:..**  : :  *::*   * : *: *:   .**:: :  * ** * .   :   :*   :* : :  :: * :.   :

MR       APVSLEAMLAKRFCLAGYTGLIRMAAAGIDMAAWDALGKVHETPLVKLLGANARP--VQAYDSHSLDGVKLATERAVTAA

MLE      G-LAADNINAAMLKLDKLAKGNTFAKSGIESALLDAQGKRLGLPVSELLGGRVRDSLEEAWTLASGDTARDIAEARHMLE

         . :: : : *  : *   :    :* :**: *  ** **    *: :***...*    :*:   * * .:  :*

MR       ELGFRAVKTKIGYPALDQDLAVVRSIRQAVGDDFGIMVDYNQSLDVPAAIKRSQALQQEGVTWIEEPTLQHDYEGHQRIQ

MLE      IRRHRVFKLKIGANPVEQDLKHVVTIKRELGDSASVRVDVNQYWDESQAIRACQVLGDNGIDLIEQPISRINRGGQVRLN

            .*..* ***  .::***  * :*:: :**. .: ** **  * . **: .*.* ::*:  **:*  : :  *: *::

MR       SKLNVPVQMGENWLGPEEMFKALSIGACRLAMPDAMKIGGVTGWIRASALAQQFGIPMSSHLFQEISAHLLAATPTAHWL

MLE      QRTPAPIMADESIESVEDAFSLAADGAASIFALKIAKNGGPRAVLRTAQIAEAAGIGLYGGTMLEGSIGTLASAHAFLTL

         .:  .*:  .*.  . *: *.  : **. :   .  * **  . :*:: :*:  ** : .  : * *   **:: :   *

MR       ERLDLAGSVIEPTLT----------FEGGNAVIPDLPGVGIIWREKEIGKYLV-

MLE      RQLTWGTELFGPLLLTEEIVNEPPQYRDFQLHIPRTPGLGLTLDEQRLARFARR

         .:*  . .:: * *           :.. :  **  **:*:   *:.:.::
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One fold with many functions: TIM barrels

Copyright ©1998 by the National Academy of Sciences

Hasson, Miriam Sarah et al. (1998) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95, 10396-10401

Q: Common step ?
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One fold with many functions: TIM barrels

Copyright ©1998 by the National Academy of Sciences

Hasson, Miriam Sarah et al. (1998) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95, 10396-10401
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One fold with many functions: TIM barrels
Difficulty of assigning function from a structure
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Diverse Structures with  one function: PLP (pyridoxal phosphate)-dep
enzymes

Overall rxn of L-aspartate aminotransferase

General mechanism of PLP-dependent catalysis of transamination
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L-aspartate aminotransferase                   D-amino acid aminotransferase
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Bacterial  D-amino acid aminotransferase human mt L-amino acid aminotransferase

Similar in sequence, fold, active site even though the
substrates are of opposite handedness.

Conclusion?
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Moonlighting: Proteins with more than one function
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There are many ways by which a protein can moonlight. The blue oval represents an enzyme
in the cell cytosol that catalyzes a chemical reaction (represented by the hexagon and star
symbols). The protein might have a different function outside the cell, when it moves into an
organelle or when it is expressed in a different cell type. A protein can also have a second
function when it binds a small molecule or another protein, or joins a multiprotein complex.
Also, some proteins have different active sites or solvent-exposed surface areas that are
used for different functions.
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Chameleon Sequences: One sequence with more than one fold

Rendering of the protein backbones 1mda (Right) and 1bgw
(Left) containing the sequence LSLAVAG (rendered black) in
sheet and helix conformations, respectively. The chameleon
residues are also shown in stick representation.

Rendering of the protein backbones 1bgl (Right) and
1cgu (Left) containing the sequence LITTAHA (rendered
black) in sheet and helix conformations, respectively.

Rendering of the protein backbones 1igm (Right) and 1thg
(Left) containing the sequence KGLEWVS (rendered black)
in sheet and helix conformations, respectively.

Protein Engineering vol.11 no.6 pp.411–414, 1998
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Structural Genomics

The Protein Structure Initiative (PSI) is a federal, university,
and industry effort aimed at dramatically reducing the costs
and lessening the time it takes to determine a 3D protein
structure.
The long-range goal of the PSI is to make the 3D atomic-level
structures of most proteins easily obtainable from knowledge
of their corresponding DNA sequences.

http://www.nigms.nih.gov/Initiatives/PSI



57Adapted from: http://www.strgen.org/proteome/
Berkeley structural genomics center

Protein structure universe: representation of the space of
known protein structures mapped into 3 dimensions
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A. Hypothetical proteins (unknown structure and function)
1. New Folds

a. Function inferred from an active site
b. Function inferred from a bound substrate
c. Function still unknown

2. Multidomain: some new, others with homolog of known
structure

a. Function inferred from remote homolog
3. Remote homolog folds

 a. Function inferred from the remote homolog fold

B. Proteins with an annotated function (unknown structure
but sequence-annotated function)

    1. New Folds

C. Proteins with an annotated function and homologs of
known structure
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Structure of a yeast hypothetical protein (YBL036C)
by  a SG approach

Yeast hypothetical protein YBL036C (SWISS-PROT P38197), initially thought to be a member of an 11-protein
family, was selected for crystal structure determination since no structural or functional information was available.
The structure has been determined independently by MIR and MAD methods to 2.0 Å resolution. The protein
folds as a TIM barrel beginning with a long N-terminal helix, in contrast to the classic triose phosphate isomerase
(TIM) structure, which begins with a -strand. A cofactor, pyridoxal 5’-phosphate, is covalently bound near the C-
terminal end of the barrel, the usual active site in TIM-barrel folds. A single domain monomeric molecule, this
yeast protein resembles the N-terminal domain of alanine racemase or ornithine decarboxylase, both of which are
two-domain dimeric proteins. The yeast protein has been shown to have amino-acid racemase activity. Although
selected as a member of a protein family having no obvious relationship to proteins of known structure, the
protein fold turned out to be a well known and widely distributed fold. This points to the need for a more
comprehensive base of structural information and better structure-modeling tools before the goal of structure
prediction from amino-acid sequences can be realized. In this case, similarity to a known structure allowed
inferences to be made about the structure and function of a widely distributed protein family.
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Superposition of P007 and the TIM-barrel domain of ARC shows similarity near the
active site. The helices and the strands at the other side deviate considerably. The
brute-force alignment of LSQMAN matched 154 atoms with an r.m.s.d. of 1.72 Å .

A search for families of structurally similar proteins
brings up alanine racemase (ARC) and ornithine
decarboxylase (ODC) structures with Z scores of
18.6 and 16.2 (high Z scores indicate good structural
similarity);the r.m.s.d.s are 2.7 and 2.8 Å, respectively,
although these proteins did not show up in the family of
proteins with similar sequence during the initial target-
selection procedure. When compared with the
classical TIM barrel of triose phosphate isomerase, the
Z score is 9.5 and the r.m.s.d. is 3.8 Å. P007, ARC and
ODC all contain an N-terminal  -helix unlike the
classic TIM-barrel fold, although the length of the -
helix is longer in P007.


